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What to Know When It Comes to Noise

What can plant and environmental managers do to
mitigate public noise concerns prior to construction?

For plant and environmental
managers who are responsible for
complying with noise specifications,
getting in front of the noise concerns
during the preconstruction analysis stage,
or even in the design, can do more than
satisfy local requirements — it’ll also keep
them in good standing with neighbors.
Initially, most large construction
projects go through some sort of siting
process, which requires a noise analysis
of expected operations and impacts
during construction. Most states have a
siting certification process through their
respective public utilities commission that
grants a certificate allowing construction
to proceed. There typically are no actual
noise permits, but siting certificates usually
will include a noise limit.
To mitigate pre- and post-construction
noise, a good starting point is the list of
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most commonly examined considerations
for a particular facility type. Incorporating
certain design elements can start any
project off in a better position. For
example, potential issues can be avoided
by making sure that the vendor insulated a
boiler feed pump enclosure sufficiently.
An often overlooked but relatively easy
way to cut back on noise output from the
start is equipment selection. Generally,
each piece of proposed equipment should
be considered. Instead of the actual
construction noise from a large power
plant, it might be the gas compressor at the
edge of the property that potentially can
cause an issue. For large engineer-procureconstruct projects such as Dominion’s
Warren County combined cycle facility,
Burns & McDonnell helps design engineers
mitigate noise by choosing cost-effective
equipment and facility configurations.

Facility types that fall under special
regulation will have guidelines and
recommendations from the governing
body. However, a noise professional can
provide more direction on how to analyze
a specific project. Wind farms typically
follow local regulations, but sometimes
they fall under special regulations borne
from heightened awareness in recent
years. For instance, Wisconsin is one state
that has differing noise rules on wind farms
versus other forms of power generation.
There is no one-size-fits-all approach
to a preconstruction noise analysis, as
regulations can vary by state, county and
city. However, noise should be a topic of
conversation before the start of any project
— for the benefit and comfort of all.
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Safety Corner

Site Safety Requires Preplanning for Every Task, Every Time

For contractors, keeping safety in mind
is the key to completing jobs on time

Health at Burns & McDonnell. “They put
everyone on the same page, keeping them

C-10 — Lists all work that will be
performed during the day, as well as

and without incident. But safety on the
job site takes more than just thinking
safely — it means bringing the team
together to prepare for the task before
work even begins.

informed of the hazards and working toward
the same end result.”

potential issues that could arise. It also
lists actions to be taken to mitigate
or eliminate potential hazards.

Pre-task analyses (PTAs) do just that.
Completing a PTA is as important to the
workday as having a well-rounded breakfast,
providing the entire work crew with all
the information they need to get the job
done safely.
“These plans are considered by the
architecture, engineering and construction
industry as essential to meeting the goal of
safe and efficient work,” says Jamie Butler,
vice president and director of Safety and
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The workday on any job site should begin
by completing three forms: C-9, F-1 and
C-10 (the actual PTA). These forms increase
engagement in the safety process, enhance
overall compliance with safety requirements
and promote early hazard identification.
C-9 — Documents all training, experience
and qualifications possessed by
everyone on the job site.
F-1 — Documents all inspections and
equipment testing, making note of
weight capacity and calculations for
estimated material load for each task.

Everyone on-site is part of these discussions
and must sign the PTA.
Making these practices part of the
routine promotes a sense of inclusion and
ownership for everyone, keeping them all
aware of safety on the job site.
Jamie Butler
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